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Foreword
The author set himself the task to provide in this document a summary history of the technical and organizational development of the German broadcast from its primitive beginnings during an unforeseen period of prosperity to its “partial disassembly” by the Copenhagen Frequency Plan. (The German television broadcast is not considered here because its development went in parallel to the radio broadcasting and will be covered in a special work.)

The sources were primarily the original papers from surviving scattered technical literature, in particular the early issues of the “Archiv für Post und Telegraphie” and the “Telegraphen- und Fernsprechtechnik” (telegraphy and telephone engineering). Files, pictures, technical descriptions and other documents unfortunately got lost largely as a result of both time and the effects of war. As a result of this the author relied in many cases on personal recollections of involved parties. Where these recollections conflicted with well documented information the latter was preferred. Where the opinions of the involved parties diverged from one another the author tried to summarize the pieces of information in such a way that they are in accordance with the known circumstances. Where verifiable details could be discovered – in particular from the early days of broadcasting – which might be important in clarifying one question or another, these were included in the paper even at the risk of a skimming reader missing a “great line”.

Many papers about broadcast have been written which include a great line but with few details so that the author believes he should take such a risk. “Il n’y a d’originalité et de vérité que dans les détails.” (Stendhal)

The author was supported by so many parties that it is not possible to thank all of them individually. The author owes special thanks to the Central Department of the Federal
Ministry of Post and Telecommunications (press office) which initiated this paper and Mr. Chef-Ing. K. Herz who made the editing possible. In particular he thanks the father of German broadcasting, State Secretary ret. Dr. Bredow, who made his comprehensive and valuable archive in Wiesbaden available in a friendly way. Not least the author is indebted to the senior of broadcast history, Mr. Dr. K. Wagenführ, for leaving much valuable historic material and many an important note. Moreover the author thanks all offices of the Deutsche Post, the broadcasting companies, in particular the Nordwestdeutscher Rundfunk, and the three leading companies of the German radio industry for leaving data and pictures. Most notably his thanks go to the numerous employees of the Deutsche Post who readily gave support by personal recollections, pictures, reports of their work, references, and their work is modestly memorialized through this text.
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(Page 359, left column, paragraph “Das durch die Demobilisierung…”)

Radio equipment released at the demobilisation and not needed by the armed forces “Reichswehr” and police “Schutzpolizei” was used to construct a radio network in the German Reich to unburden the wired telegraphy ruined by the war. This inland radio network included the Main Radio Station Königs Wusterhausen (figure 2), 20 transmitting stations, and 76 receiving stations in major postal institutions.

To gain practical experiences in the field of wireless broadcast of both news and performances the post “Deutsche Reichspost” (DRP) first introduced in early 1919 a telegraphic press broadcast service using the existing receiving stations and a Poulsen transmitter in Königs Wusterhausen. The Wolff Telegraph Agency was the first institution to broadcast the parliament’s reports in part this way during the session of the National Assembly (“Nationalversammlung”) in Weimar. News received by the postal institutions was forwarded to the press by telephone or carriers. The regular press broadcast service which was started on 01 November 1919 and was later joined by the Dutch Nieuwsbureau had to be discontinued initially because of Article 197 of the Treaty of Versailles. It was allowed to continue in May 1920 following the involvement of the Telegraphen-Union.

In June 1920 the foreign trade body of the Foreign Office participated in this radio press service, followed later by the “Eildienst für amtliche und private Handelsnachrichten G.m.b.H.” (express service for official and private commercial news).

The three press agencies ceased their radio service in early 1921 so that the telegraphic commercial broadcast service was undertaken by the Eildienst G.m.b.H. as the only news company performing this service. A general wireless broadcast of news could be made possible only by the introduction of wireless telephony, as Hans Bredow explained to the appropriations committee of the National Assembly on 3rd October 1919. On behalf of the DRP he organized a lecture about “radio telegraphy and press” by which firstly music and sometime later city names and numbers were able to be transmitted by a tube transmitter.
manufactured by the TRA (Telegrafentechnisches Reichsamt), and made audible in the conference room by nine telephones. On this occasion Bredow explained the possibility of a "broadcast to all" for the first time. H. Dominik noted about this: “Although the presenter remained fact-based and down to earth he could occasionally imagine future applications with an audacity of Jules Verne. For instance a future political speaker could give his speech via the wireless receiver so that it can be heard simultaneously in a thousand different rooms by a million people.”

In early 1920 wireless transmission tests of voices initiated by Bredow were not only made by the TRA but also from the Main Radio Station Königs Wusterhausen using alternatively a machine transmitter and a 5 kW arc transmitter (wavelengths 3500 m and 2700 m) for each half an hour per day (figure 3). A normal telephone capsule mounted in a wall socket in the transmitting room was used as microphone. From June 1920 the Main Radio Station transmitted gramophone music in between test messages with the microphone placed directly in front of the horn. On 22 December 1920 E. Schwarzkopf and other civil servants of the Main Radio Station arranged the first wireless instrumental concert (violin, harmonium and choral singing). The reception was acknowledged by numerous German radio stations operated by Post and Reichswehr and also by many commercial and amateur radio stations in Europe. Here are some examples.

Radio message:
Karlsborg, 25-02-1920 (700 km). We heard you very well with each word clear, please respond. Your telephony tests were brilliant!

Radio message:
Moscow, 02-02-1920 (1700 km). The spoken German and Russian texts were clearly audible during the today’s telephony test. The words … were particularly well audible. The whistling was also easily audible.

Radio message:
Karlsborg, 17-09-1920 (700 km). Good morning! The Minister and the General Manager of the Swedish Telegraph Administration sincerely thank you for the excellent demonstration.

Luxembourg, 23-12-1920 (600 km). Many thanks for your free Christmas concert yesterday to which I invited the editor of the Luxembourger Zeitung (Luxembourg newspaper), and whose report you can read in the attached extract. Signed by A. Robert, Professor at the Institute E. Metz.

Radio message:
Kiel, 22-12-1920 radio station (300 km). Music tiptop. A cheer for you. Merry Christmas!

Telegram:
Königsberg, 23-12-1920 (530 km). Your farewell concert marvellously heard in Königsberg. It caused me Christmas spirit to enjoy such a success as a born Berliner and former trainee of the company C. Lorenz!
Radio message:
Sarajewo, 22-12-1920 radio station (1500 km). Your telephony concert today was excellent, just like the singing of a cock. Congratulate on your success, greetings.

Letter:
Cirglestone-Wakefield, England, 31-12-1920 (1200 km). I have here a wireless experimental station and receive your telephony every day between 12.15 and 1.00 pm. Your telephony is very loud and can be heard all over the room by using normal telephones and a quadruple amplifier. The distance from here to your station is about 1200 km. Signed by H. H. T. Bu.

Letter:
Veendam, 23-12-1920, Holland (850 km). I am pleased to have a reason to tell you that I have been listening for some days to your excellent telephony demonstrations with great pleasure. I receive by using three American “Lateral-coils” arranged in parallel, and I note in doing so that the tuning is easy and find that the loudness of the telephony and music given by you is “strong”, marvellously modulated without background noise, and the voice of the spokesman sounds clearly and well articulated. I am looking forward to future performances (not forgetting the nice music) I send greetings to you and you wish splendid success. Signed by O. H.